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Abstract: The recent droughts in the American Southwest have led to increasing risks of wildfires,
which pose multiple threats to the regional and national economy and security. Wildfires cause
serious air quality issues during dry seasons and can increase the number of mud and landslides in
any subsequent rainy seasons. However, while wildfires are often correlated with warm and dry
climates, this relationship is not linear, implying that there may be other factors influencing these
fires. The objective of this study was to detect and classify any nonlinear patterns in weather data by
applying Topological Data Analysis (TDA) to various weather variables, such as temperature, relative
humidity, and precipitation, and the five most and least intense summer fire seasons as determined
by the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) active fire products. In addition to
TDA, persistence diagrams and frequency plots were also used to compare fire seasons and regions
in the American Southwest. Active fire seasons were more likely to have a significant correlation
between the weather variables and wildfires, the Fire Weather Index (FWI) alone was not an accurate
predictor for wildfires in California and Nevada, and fire weather is highly dependent upon the
region and season.
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1. Introduction

For the last several years, wildfires have raged across the western USA and posed severe threats
to society. The National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI) track weather and climate
disasters in the USA, which can often total billions of dollars in damage [1]. Western USA wildfires
have made the NCEI’s severity list for the past five years. Besides causing damage to homes, forests,
and people, these wildfires can loosen soil, release carbon stored underground [2], and cause landslides
during subsequent rainy seasons [3]. The wildfires in California were particularly disastrous in 2018
with over 8.7 million acres burned and with total costs reaching $24 billion—a USA record [4]. The
recent increase in the severity of wildfires is influenced by the warm and dry weather in the area [5,6].

Previous studies have shown that wildfires occur more frequently and become more severe in
hot and dry weather [7]. Thus, heat and drought indices have served as a proxy for predicting the
intensity and frequency of wildfires [8–10]. However, accurately predicting wildfires is still difficult.
For instance, one clear limitation of predictive models is the primary means of ignition; humans are
responsible for 84% of the wildfires in the United States, and models have not been as successful in
predicting them [11]. On the other hand, the initial spread and intensification of fires after ignition are
closely tied to surrounding weather conditions, especially heat and drought, and to land conditions
such as biomass load and moisture. In order to account for this, several different fire weather indices
have been developed. Since this study is on a temporal and spatial scale, however, the biomass load
and moisture were not taken into account.
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In this study, we use Topological Data Analysis (TDA) to analyze why certain years are more
prone to wildfires than others by examining the relations between wildfires and various weather
and climate variables during summer fire seasons in Southwestern USA. The rest of the paper is as
follows: descriptions of the data and the methods are in Section 2, Section 3 provides the main results
of the topological features of weather variables and associated relationships with wildfires, and the
conclusions are in Section 4.

2. Data and Methods

2.1. Data

The California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CalFire) provides a continuous record
of the number of acres burned by California wildfires since the 1930s. The report contains monthly
breakdowns of the wildfires that CalFire responded to, including the annual total number of fires and
the burned area. While the report includes wildfires responded to by other agencies in its annual total,
these were not included in this study for consistency. We used the monthly burned area data for the
period between 1997 and 2016 in order to identify strong and weak fire seasons (months of June, July,
and August), which are called active and inactive summers, respectively. CalFire data were only used
to identify active and inactive fire seasons. For the rest of our analysis, we used the fire detection data
from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) to analyze daily fire activities.

MODIS is an instrument on the Terra and Aqua satellites that provides the active fire product
and instantaneous fire radiative power (FRP) measurements at 1-km resolution [12–14]. The active
fire product of a region equals the number of square kilometers of land that is burning at the time
that the satellite is recording the area. FRP measures the amount of radiated heat released by fires.
FRP data are available from the Terra and Aqua satellites starting from February 24, 2000 and July 4,
2002, respectively, but for regularity this study used data from between 2003 and 2016. Although the
MODIS land product site provides the active fire data, the files only covered one small swath of land
each in hierarchical data format (HDF). For convenience, we used the tabulated data from NASA’s Fire
Energetics and Emissions Research project (https://feer.gsfc.nasa.gov), which combines all of the swath
files into one csv; this allowed us to use only two files a day instead of over 300.

NASA’s Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications, version 2 (MERRA-2),
provided the weather variables studied in the Southwestern USA. Giovanni (https://giovanni.gsfc.nasa.
gov/giovanni/), a web interface to MERRA-2, provided data for the spatially averaged daily maximum
temperature (t2mmax), wind speed, and specific humidity (qv2m) at 2 meters above the surface. We
chose to use the maximum temperature and specific humidity because they both have a distinctive
seasonal variation, which may correlate to the seasonal characteristics of wildfires. We also used wind
speed as an indicator of fire spread. In order to take into account seasonal and yearly changes in
intensity, the data were normalized using the daily mean and standard deviation.

Since the mean was taken across California instead of being co-located with each wildfire, the
data used in this study may not represent the behavior of individual fires. Given how complex the
ignition and spread of wildfires can be, there is no way to accurately predict these individual fires.
Instead, the goal of this study is to investigate the correlation between weather and overall wildfire
characteristics, such as its frequency and intensity, on a larger spatial and temporal scale.

The Fire Weather Index (FWI) is a measure of fire-prone weather states obtained from the Global
Fire Weather Database (GFWED) at the NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies (https://data.giss.
nasa.gov/impacts/gfwed/). FWI, originally developed for wildfires in Canada [9], is a combination of
two variables: the Initial Spread Index (ISI) and the Buildup Index (BUI). ISI combines wind speed with
the moisture content of the top soil layer and represents the rate of fire spread [9]. On the other hand,
BUI takes the moisture content of deeper soil layers and the Drought Code (DC) in order to measure
the total fuel available to the spreading fire. When normalized, positive values for these FWI system
indices indicate conditions favorable for a fire; thus, a positive ISI would indicate dry soil and strong
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winds and a positive BUI represents dry deep soil and a positive DC. All of the previously mentioned
variables, except for the burned area data, are daily values. The burned area of fires was recorded as
the mean over the summer months (June, July, and August). Further details are available from [9].

2.2. Topological Data Analysis

Topological Data Analysis (TDA) is a modern approach to characterizing the shapes and patterns of
data based on its topology [15]. In order to extract the underlying shapes in point clouds, or a set of data
points, TDA identifies long-lasting features by using a filtration algorithm with simplicial complexes
of different sizes. This filtration algorithm takes input in the form of a point cloud and creates spheres
around each data point in the cloud while increasing the size of the balls, the overlapping spheres
form patterns, or features. These features, which are the simplicial complexes, are higher dimensional
graphs that represent hidden patterns within the data. The existence of simplicial complexes implies
that there are significant relationships between the variables that cannot be seen without TDA.

Generally, the higher the dimension of the simplicial complex and the longer lasting it is, the more
significant the feature is likely to be. A single point is a 0-simplex. When two circles overlap, they form
a feature called a connection or an edge that is otherwise known as a 1-complex. As more of the circles
combine, 2- and 3-simplexes may form within the data as well. In this paper, 2- and 3- simplexes are
loops and voids, respectively. For example, for the case of a loop of points, the first feature to appear
from this loop is a connected component, which occurs when the two closest spheres overlap. The
connected component is killed when the next feature is born: a loop that forms when each of the points
in the circle join into one union. When the hollow cavity within the loop fills in as the spheres continue
to grow, the loop dies and the void is formed.

The filtration algorithm in TDA monitors the birth and death of the topological shapes that form
as the spheres overlap, such that the radius of the spheres at the time of the feature’s appearance and
disappearance represent its birth and death coordinates, respectively, and these birth-death coordinates
are plotted. This visualization of shapes on a two-dimensional space, called a persistence diagram,
is one of the most widely used tools of TDA [15,16].

Another topological method, an extension of TDA named TDAMapper was introduced by [17] as
a method to reduce high-dimensional datasets into simplicial complexes. These complexes have far
fewer points and are able to capture topological and geometric information at specific resolutions [17].
This method is similar to clustering, but unlike many popular methods, TDAMapper does not require
the number of clusters to be specified beforehand although it does require knowledge of the distances
between points [17].

TDAMapper works by slicing the data into several overlapping intervals called bins. These bins
share points with each other, and thus dictate how data divide into clusters and how the clusters
are related. The TDAMapper function in R requires three parameters not related to its data input.
Namely, they are: num_intervals, percent_overlap, and num_bins_when_clustering. These parameters
control the number of slices, the similarity of different bins, and the number of bins per slice of data,
respectively. When using TDAMapper, it is important to determine the optimal combinations of
these values. For example, not having enough intervals will not be able to show how clusters are
related, but too many intervals will also cause relationships to disappear. Although there is no known
mathematical method for choosing parameters, the values chosen for this study were able to capture
the multifaceted nature of wildfires while allowing room for interpretation.

TDA and TDAMapper have been used in a variety of areas, including fingerprint classification [18],
the early detection of financial crashes [19], and breast cancer research [20,21]. However, although
one recent study used TDA to detect atmospheric rivers [22], TDA has not yet been widely used in
studying weather phenomena. The study revealed that TDA is an effective tool that does not require
predetermined thresholds, regardless of the spatial resolution of the input data.

In this study, we used TDA to identify the weather characteristics associated with wildfires
with a focus on topological similarities and differences between active and inactive summers. Given
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the nonlinearity of the relationships among climate variables, we hoped to find previously unseen
structures within the data using TDA analysis.

3. Results

3.1. Climatology

The climate in the Southwestern USA exhibits distinct seasonality with wet, cold winters and dry,
warm summers. Hot and dry weather provides conditions that are favorable for wildfires and more
than half of the annual total of wildfires occurred during the summer months: June, July, and August.
Wildfires are strongly seasonal, with 94% of fires and 98% of the area burned occurring between May
and October [23]. In this study, we focused on the wildfires that occurred during the summer.

Fire seasons are further broken down into active and inactive seasons based on the total burnt area
recorded by CalFire from 1997 to 2016, as shown in Table 1. On average, the total burnt area during the
three summer months was 92,294 acres over the 20-year period. The average burnt area during the
active and inactive summers was 214,653 acres and 22,457 acres, respectively, a ten-fold difference.
This study examined the similarities and differences between the weather conditions of active and
inactive fire seasons using TDA and TDAMapper.

Table 1. The most and least active summer fire seasons in California based on the burned area of
wildfires responded to by the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CalFire).

Active Summers Inactive Summers

Year Burned area (acre) Year Burned area (acre)

2008 336,000 2010 19,107

2016 227,503 1997 23,489

2006 164,574 2007 26,000

2015 130,537 2011 31,232

1999 124,681 2005 49,539

In order to examine the weather conditions of active and inactive wildfire seasons, we used
the maximum temperature and daily mean specific humidity as proxies for daytime temperatures
and the wetness of the atmosphere, respectively. Various other combinations of different variables,
including the daily mean temperature and rainfall, were tested and gave similar results. Figure 1
shows a scatter diagram of the maximum temperature (t2mmax) and the specific humidity (qv2m)
for five active and inactive summers. Data were averaged over the Southwestern USA and were
normalized using the daily mean and standard deviation for the years between 2003 and 2017. Since
air at higher temperatures can hold more moisture, temperature and moisture may be positively
correlated. Figure 1 shows how the maximum temperature and specific humidity tended to be higher
during the active summers when the temperature was also warmer. As a result, more of the data
points are in the first quadrant in the figure. However, more data exist in the third quadrant, which has
lower temperatures and less specific humidity during inactive summers. As expected, hot and humid
weather is more frequent during active summers, while cold and dry conditions are more dominant
during the inactive summers.
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Figure 1. Scatter plots of daily maximum temperature (t2mmax) and specific humidity (qv2m) for 
the active and inactive years listed in Table 1. The differences between the active and inactive 
summer plots were measured by applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to t2mmax and 
qv2m. The results of this test revealed that the distribution of qv2m for active and inactive 
years were significantly different (p-value = 0.005), while their distributions for t2mmax 
were less different (p-value = 0.02). Regardless of the magnitude of their differences, there 
are important differences between the climate variables of active and inactive years. 

The active and inactive seasons were defined based on the burnt area reports by CalFire. 
MODIS fire data validated the selection of active/inactive years from CalFire data in the study 
domain, which spans from 124º to 114º W and 32.5º to 42º N. Figure 2 shows the daily average of the 
MODIS fire pixel distribution as a function of the log of FRP for active and inactive summers as well 
as for the north and south domains of California. Northern and southern California, which were 
divided with respect to the 38th parallel, are represented by red and blue lines, respectively. 
According to Figure 2, active summers clearly have many more fires than the inactive summers do. 
More specifically, the active summers typically have fires more frequently in northern California, 
but southern California has more intense fires that cause the median FRP to be higher. The northern 
domain experiences more fires with smaller FRP values than the south, but as FRP increases, the two 
domains become comparable. On the other hand, more fires occurred in the southern domain than 
in the north during inactive summers.  

Figure 1. Scatter plots of daily maximum temperature (t2mmax) and specific humidity (qv2m) for the
active and inactive years listed in Table 1. The differences between the active and inactive summer
plots were measured by applying the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to t2mmax and qv2m. The results of
this test revealed that the distribution of qv2m for active and inactive years were significantly different
(p-value = 0.005), while their distributions for t2mmax were less different (p-value = 0.02). Regardless
of the magnitude of their differences, there are important differences between the climate variables of
active and inactive years.

The active and inactive seasons were defined based on the burnt area reports by CalFire. MODIS
fire data validated the selection of active/inactive years from CalFire data in the study domain, which
spans from 124◦ to 114◦ W and 32.5◦ to 42◦ N. Figure 2 shows the daily average of the MODIS fire pixel
distribution as a function of the log of FRP for active and inactive summers as well as for the north
and south domains of California. Northern and southern California, which were divided with respect
to the 38th parallel, are represented by red and blue lines, respectively. According to Figure 2, active
summers clearly have many more fires than the inactive summers do. More specifically, the active
summers typically have fires more frequently in northern California, but southern California has more
intense fires that cause the median FRP to be higher. The northern domain experiences more fires with
smaller FRP values than the south, but as FRP increases, the two domains become comparable. On the
other hand, more fires occurred in the southern domain than in the north during inactive summers.
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the study domain as a function of the fire radiative power (FRP) for active and inactive summers.
The red and blue lines indicate the number of fire pixels from the northern and southern domains,
respectively, while the black lines represent all of California. The means for log10 (FRP) were calculated
for each domain and are listed in the legend of both plots.

3.2. Topological Data Analysis

As Figure 1 shows, the relationship between the maximum temperature and specific humidity
is positive and roughly linear, and there are two preferable states: the cold and dry conditions and
the warm and wet conditions. In this study, we applied TDA to the data in order to identify hidden
structures of the data in two dimensions. Similar to Chazal et al. [15] and other previous studies,
persistence maps were created to show the birth and death of topological shapes.

Figure 3 is a persistence diagram using the maximum temperature and specific humidity from
active and inactive summers. In the diagrams, black dots represent connected components, red
triangles indicate loops, and the blue squares are voids. The pink band, calculated by bootstrapping
the points, represents the confidence of the diagram and the statistical significance of each topological
shape represented. Given how the diagrams are created, features plotted within this pink band died
soon after their birth, and are thus considered to be noise. The farther away a point lays from the
diagonal line, the longer-lasting the feature is, and the more significant it is. The confidence of the
diagram is thus a measure of how many features lie within the pink band.

In these persistence diagrams, active summers tended to have more components further away
from the band, suggesting that these seasons have more significant features. At this point in the study,
it is not yet clear what the meaning of these features are, nor how it can help distinguish fire weather
in active and inactive summers.
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Figure 3. Persistence diagrams based on the daily maximum temperatures and specific humidity shown
in Figure 1 for active and inactive summers. The black dots, red triangles, and blue squares indicate
connected components, loops, and voids, respectively. The pink bands represent the confidence interval.

3.3. TDAMapper

To better understand the underlying meaning of the topological features identified by TDA,
TDAMapper was applied to the same data in order to split the data into groups based on the distances
between the data points. The main goal of the mapper algorithm is to obtain a low-dimensional image
by allowing parts of each cluster to overlap [17]. The intervals and amount of overlap control the
resolution of the mapper output. Further details of the Mapper are available from [17].

Figure 4 shows the mapper output for five active and five inactive summers based on the point
clouds of the daily maximum temperature and specific humidity (Figure 1). The mapper algorithm
was computed using five intervals, or bins, with a 60% overlap. Each circle represents one of the nodes,
or clusters, formed by the algorithm, and the size denotes the total number of fire pixels from each of
the days in the cluster. As predicted, the clusters are larger in the active summer plot, which indicates
more fires, while the inactive summers have only a few nodes with a significant amount of fire activity.
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Figure 4. Mapper graphs for (a) active and (b) inactive summers. The sizes of circles at each node
are proportional to the total number of MODIS fire pixels from the days included in each node. The
numbers on each node are a sequence of numbers generated by mapper. The same numbers are
depicted in the subsequent maps (Figure 5, Figure 6, Figures 8 and 9) as a reference.

In order to examine the weather conditions at each node, the average daily maximum temperature,
wind speed, and specific humidity were calculated at each node. This was done by collecting the
maximum temperatures from each of the days that belong to a certain node and then averaging these
values. Figures 5 and 6 take the plots from Figure 4 and map the same nodes that have been resized and
recolored to depict these averages and labelled with their node number as identified by the mapper
algorithm. The size of the nodes is proportional to the magnitude of the average of each weather
variable and the colors show the sign of the average, where red and blue indicate positive and negative
values, respectively. Separating the weather variables into different plots in this way shows how the
different weather variables correlate to the count of fire pixels in each cluster.

As shown in Figure 4, nodes 52, 53, 54, 42, 43, and 46 have the most wildfires. Nodes 53, 54, 43,
and 46 had warmer than average temperatures and, as expected, had a higher fire count. However, as
shown in Figure 5b, nodes 52 and 42 had closer to average temperatures, but they still had a significant
fire count. Figure 5c suggests more wildfires occurred when the specific humidity is lower than average,
though clusters such as nodes 52, 53, and 54 had closer to normal humidity conditions. To summarize,
the occurrence of wildfires was not confined to only hot and dry weather.

Wind is an important influence on the initiation and spread of wildfires; it enables embers to cross
longer distances and provides fuel for a fire to ignite. However, in the mapper algorithm, wind speed
shows less organized patterns when compared to temperature and humidity, possibly because the
regional averages of wind speed are not appropriately correlated with the local winds associated with
intensifying wildfires.
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Figure 5. Mapper graphs for active summers. The sizes of the nodes are proportional to (a) the number
of days at each node, the averages of (b) daily maximum temperature (tmax), (c) (2 meters) specific
humidity (qv2m), and (d) surface wind speed. Red indicates that the averages are higher than the
mean, while blue means that they are lower.

Figure 6 shows the same averaged weather variables for inactive summers as Figure 5 did for
active summers. Nodes 52, 53, 54, and 33 had the most wildfires, although their total fire count was
less than half of those represented in active summers (Figure 2). All four of these nodes show slightly
different weather patterns: node 53 was warm and moist, node 33 was cold and dry and had stronger
winds, node 52 was cold and moist, and node 54 was warm and dry. Overall, fire activity was weaker
during the inactive seasons. Since inactive summers had dramatically fewer wildfires than active
summers did, using active summers may be preferable in order to accurately analyze fire conditions.
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Figure 6. Same as Figure 5, but for inactive summers.

A careful investigation of the nodes in Figure 5 revealed three types of patterns, as represented
by the panels in Figure 7. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the MODIS fire pixel data as a function
of FRP for selected active summer nodes. The black line plots the total fire pixel count by day from
the study domain while the blue and red lines represent the fire distribution from the southern and
northern domain, respectively. In all of the panels, northern California shows a higher frequency of
weak fire pixels, though the relationship between north and south varies across the nodes. In node 62,
for example, there were more fires in the north, while the numbers of fires were almost even between
domains in node 43. Node 42 has a similar pixel distribution as node 43, but the intensity of fires in the
north and south are more evenly matched.

Since the Mapper algorithm allows clusters to overlap, some nodes may be highly correlated with
their neighbors. The lower three panels in Figure 7 show some examples of nodes that show a high
level of similarity with the corresponding panel above it. Node 83, for example, contained 52 days, 44
of which were also included in node 62. As a result, the distributions are similar, however, although
node 62 contains a larger number of days, it has more fire pixels in the northern domain. Thus, node
83 is an extreme subset of node 62 with an overlap of 84%. The overlap between nodes 26 and 43 is
even larger, with 91% of the 62 days in node 26 also belonging to node 43. Node 26 is therefore also
an extreme subset of node 43 with overall stronger and more frequent fires in southern California.
Node 16, however, is a complete subset of node 42, meaning that all of the 70 days in node 16 are also
contained in node 42. As a result, the distribution of node 16 is very similar to that of node 42.
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Figure 7. Number of MODIS fire pixels per day in the study domain as a function of the FRP for
selected nodes from active summers. The node number and the number of days in each node are at the
top of each plot. The red and blue lines indicate the number of fire pixels from northern and southern
domains, respectively.

In this study, we also explored the relationships between fire types (Figure 7) and the FWI system.
Figure 8 shows the Mapper graphs for active summers using the average values for FWI, ISI, BUI, and
DC such that the size and color of each cluster depends on the number of nodes and the sign of the
resulting average, respectively. Nodes with a large number of fires (e.g., nodes 42, 43, 46, 52, 53, and
54) have a positive average FWI value, which indicates more fire-prone weather states. However, this
relationship was not constant. For example, the value of FWI at nodes 52 and 53 were significantly
smaller when compared to FWI at nodes 42 and 43 even though the total number of fires in each of the
nodes were similar (Figure 4). Thus, at nodes 52 and 53, DC is a better representation of the number of
fire pixels. Although the number of fires in node 62 is large, none of the variables in the FWI system
returned a positive value; the node is blue in each graph. Similarly, node 83 was also associated with
large negative values. This is because FWI is not always successful in predicting fire seasons. For
example, it may return a negative value when wildfires are actually prone to occur. These discrepancies
may be because FWI was developed for Canadian forests, thus it is not the best for California weather
and should be analyzed in a future study.

As shown in Figure 7, most of the fires detected at nodes 62 and 83 were from northern California.
Since nodes 62 and 83 correlated with more negative values of FWI, ISI, BUI, and DC, these results
suggest that the FWI system works better for wildfires in southern California. In Figure 8, the color
and size distribution of clusters in FWI correlated highly with those of ISI and BUI, and DC tended to
resemble FWI more than BUI. This was surprising because DC is a subcomponent of BUI.
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Figure 8. Mapper graphs for active summers. The size of nodes is proportional to (a) the Fire Weather
Index (FWI), (b) the Initial Spread Index (ISI), (c) the Buildup Index (BUI), and (d) the Drought Code
(DC). Red nodes indicate a positive average and blue nodes indicate a negative average.

Figure 9 shows the Mapper diagrams for inactive summers using the FWI system variables. The
mean values and DC and BUI clearly indicate that inactive summers are, on average, wetter than active
seasons. Similar to the active summers in Figure 8, the FWI Mapper diagram resembles that of ISI.
Unlike the active summers, however, the DC diagram is more closely consistent with BUI.

During the inactive summers, only four of the nodes (53, 54, 33, and 34) have sizable fires. Among
those, nodes 33 and 34 have positive values for FWI and ISI, but a negative DC and BUI. Although
the summers were wetter in general, as represented by a negative DC and BUI, the fires detected at
nodes 33 and 34 may correlate with short-term drought conditions and strong Santa Ana winds. These
short droughts may be represented by a positive value of ISI; since ISI takes the moisture of the top
layer of soil into account, more moisture (when ISI is negative) would indicate recent rainfall. On the
other hand, clusters such as nodes 52 and 53 had fires that occurred when all the FWI variables had a
negative mean, likely resulting in shorter and weaker fires.
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4. Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrated the potential of using TDA and TDA Mapper on the diagnostics
of fire-prone weather in the Southwestern USA in order to analyze the influence of various climate
variables (daily maximum temperature, specific humidity, and wind speed) on wildfires in California.
Since fires in the past have been more frequent during the summer, these wildfires—occurring during
the months of June, July, and August—were the focus of this study. Using the burned area of wildfires
during these months, the five most severe and five least severe years were identified.

The active and inactive seasons were further analyzed using TDA, and when compared it was
found that active summers consisted of more significant and long-lasting features within the data,
implying less noise and more variables that have a heavy impact upon wildfires. In contrast, weather
variables did not have a substantial influence on wildfires during the inactive seasons. TDAMapper
was applied in order to analyze these relationships.

TDAMapper allowed for an examination of the weather conditions in each cluster. Warm
temperatures were the most distinctive feature of active summers, while inactive summers were more
likely to have a negative drought index. While this was an overarching theme for each summer, as
active seasons were mostly hot and inactive seasons were more likely to be wet, it was rarely consistent,
and TDA also showed that wildfires were also likely to start during colder and wetter seasons. In
addition, because the weather variables had all been averaged, wind speed was not as significant as a
factor as previously believed. However, since wind is a crucial factor in the initial spread and duration
of wildfires, this result should be taken with caution. A future study may address this by studying the
duration of wildfires, which may show more impact from wind than this study has.
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It was predicted that the results of TDAMapper would have been greatly impacted by averaging
variables over the entirety of California, so the study was narrowed to the northern and southern
domains individually. When analyzing north and south California with frequency graphs, southern
California had more frequent fire outbreaks than the north on average. On the other hand, when
northern California had fires, they were more intense than those in the south. Since the goal was
to identify the influence of climate and weather variables on wildfires on a climatic scale, these
discrepancies did not impact our results. However, they are still important to keep in mind.

Most importantly, the FWI did not turn out to be an accurate indicator of wildfires. FWI has been
successful in predicting fires in Canadian forests in the past. According to the results of this study,
however, it was only capable of correctly labeling some clusters as fire seasons for California. FWI
and its component variables – ISI and BUI – were not able to identify fire seasons in other clusters.
We speculate that FWI may be a better index for wildfires associated with hot and dry conditions,
but not in California. A new approach is needed to include other aspects of fire weather conditions,
especially those traditionally considered as unfavorable for wildfires. Those fires may be caused by
human activities rather than natural ignition. Results from this study may shed light on new models
that include the impact of humans on wildfires and can develop a new indicator.
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